Inventory of Degree Programs

BACHELOR DEGREES

GERALD D. HINES COLLEGE of ARCHITECTURE

Architecture: BARCH
Environmental Design: BS
Industrial Design: BS

C.T. BAUER COLLEGE of BUSINESS

Department of Accountancy and Taxation
Accounting: BBA

Department of Decision and Information Sciences
Management Information Systems: BBA
Supply Chain Management: BBA

Department of Finance
Finance: BBA

Department of Management
Management: BBA

School of Art
Art: BA
Art History: BA

COLLEGE of EDUCATION

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Interdisciplinary Studies: BS

Department of Educational Psychology
Human Development & Family Studies: BA, BS

Department of Health and Human Performance
Health: BS
Kinesiology: BS
Exercise Science: BS
Movement and Sports Studies: BS
Sports Administration: BS
Fitness & Sports: BS
Human Nutrition & Foods: BA, BS

CULLEN COLLEGE of ENGINEERING

Department of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Chemical Engineering: BSCHE
Petroleum Engineering: BSPETE

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Civil Engineering: BSCE

Department of Biomedical Engineering
Biomedical Engineering: BSBE

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering: BSEE
Computer Engineering: BSCPE

Department of Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering: BSIE

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering: BSME

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE of HOTEL and RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT
Hotel and Restaurant Management: BS

COLLEGE of LIBERAL ARTS and SOCIAL SCIENCES

Russian Studies: BA
German Area Studies: BA
Liberal Studies: BA

Department of Anthropology
 Anthropology: BA, BS

School of Art
Art: BA
Art History: BA

Department of Communication Disorders
American Sign Language Interpreting: BA
Communication Disorders: BA, BS

Department of Economics
Economics (Arts & Sciences): BA, BS

Department of English
English: BA
English Specialty:
Creative Writing: BA
Linguistics: BA

Department of History
History: BA

Department of Modern and Classical Languages
Classical Studies: BA
French: BA
German: BA
Italian Studies: BA
Chinese Studies: BA

Department of Hispanic Studies
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Spanish: BA

Department of Philosophy
Philosophy: BA

Department of Political Science
Political Science: BA, BS

Department of Psychology
Psychology: BA, BS

Department of Sociology
Sociology: BA, BS

School of Music
Applied Music: BM
Composition: BM
Music: BA, BM
Music Theory: BM

School of Theatre
Theatre: BA
Dance: BA

School of Communication
Communication:
Comm-Interpersonal Communication: BA
Comm-Journalism: BA
Comm-Media Policy/Media Studies: BA
Comm-Media Production: BA
Comm-Organizational/Corporate Comm: BA
Comm-Public Relations: BA
Comm-Advertising: BA

COLLEGE of NATURAL SCIENCES and MATHEMATICS
Environmental Science: BS
Envrnmntl Sci-Environmental Syst & Modeling: BS
Interdisciplinary Sciences: BISCI

Department of Biology and Biochemistry
Biochemical/Biophysical Sciences: BA, BS
Biology: BA, BS
Bio-Medical Technology: BS

Department of Chemistry
Chemistry: BA, BS

Department of Computer Science
Computer Science: BS
Computer Science-Business: BS
Computer Science-Systems: BS

Department of Earth & Atmospheric Sciences
Earth Science: BA
Geology: BS
Geophysics: BS

Department of Mathematics
Mathematics: BA, BS

Department of Physics
Physics: BA, BS
Physics-Geophysics: BS

COLLEGE of PHARMACY
Pharmaceutical Sciences: BS

COLLEGE of TECHNOLOGY
Department of Engineering Technology
Biotechnology: BS
Construction Management: BS
Surveying Engineering Technology: BS
Computer Engineering Technology: BS
Electrical Power Technology: BS
Electrical Power Engineering Technology: BS
Mechanical Engineering Technology: BS

Department of Human Development and Consumer Sciences
Consumer Science & Merchandising: BS

Department of Information & Logistics Technology
Organizational Leadership & Supervision – Occupational Technician: BS
Organizational Leadership & Supervision: BS
Computer Information Systems: BS
Supply Chain & Logistics Technology: BS
Digital Media: BS

University Total Degrees Offered:
Bachelors: 112

2 Joint program with Baylor College of Medicine-degree granting role.
3 Also offered as coordinated program option with MBA degree with major in Business Administration.